Bike Quip: Installation Guidelines – ST1100 & ST1300 Headlamp Protectors

Thoroughly clean both the headlight and the protective cover. Surgical Spirit BP is available from your local pharmacy and is a
very effective cleaner. DO NOT USE SOLVENT BASED CLEANERS
Familiarise yourself with where the protective cover fits on the headlight and you can decide its final positioning.
Both the ST1100 and ST1300 covers require 5 fixing points (3M Dual Lock Fixings) - one fixing on each corner and one ‘middle
top’.
Fitting Sequence
ST1100: A very easy cover to fit because of its simple shape.
1.

Remove the backing from 5 of the fixings and place these on the protective cover (each corner and ‘middle top’).

2.

Fit remaining fixings on to the 5 you have put on the cover (married up in pairs)

3.

Remove the backing from each of the 5 fixings and carefully align the cover on to your headlight.

4.

Firmly push the cover into your chosen position and allow the adhesive time to set or cure e.g. overnight.

ST1300: Due to the shape of this cover, the following procedure should help you achieve a satisfactory result.
1.

Remove the backing from the 5 of the fixings and place these on the protective cover (each corner and one ‘middle top’).

2.

Fit the remaining fixings on to the 5 you have put on the cover.

Now follow the next 3 separate steps:
3.

Remove the backing from the 2 top corner fixings. Very carefully align the cover up with your headlight and firmly push the
cover on to the headlight to ensure you get these 2 fixings to adhere effectively. Ideally, leave the cover on the headlight
overnight – this allows the adhesive to set or cure.

4.

Remove the cover and repeat 3. above for the 2 bottom corner fixings.

5.

Remove the cover and repeat 3. above for the ‘middle top’ fixing.
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